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Thi s Internati onal Searchi ng Authority found multiple (groups of)
i nventi ons i n thi s internati onal appl icati on , as fol l ows :

1. c l aims : 1-14

A flat panel display, comprising:
- a backlight including a plurality of las ing elements of
at least two primary colors arranged in a plurality of laser
assemblies, wherein the plurality of lasing elements of at

least one of the three primary colors are selected such that
each lasing element emits a laser beam with a center
wavelength O i and a spectral bandwidth i , wherein the
center wavelength of at least one of the lasing elements is

wavelength-shifted with respect to the center wavelength of
at least one other lasing element, and wherein said laser
beams, when combined, have an ensemble spectrum with an

overlap parameter = i,bar/Si ,bar, with i,bar being a
mean spectral bandwidth of the lasing elements and Si, bar
being a mean wavelength shift between the center wavelengths
O i of the at least one and the at least one other lasing
elements, with i,bar and Si, bar selected such that >= 1 ;

- an array of light modulators arranged across the flat
panel display for modulating light emitted by the backlight,
- wherein the backlight comprises a light guide for
substantially distributing light output by the plurality of
laser assemblies across the flat panel display (i.e. the
features of claims 1 and 5).

2 . claims: 15-20

A flat panel display, comprising:
- a backlight including a plurality of lasing elements of
at least two primary colors arranged in a plurality of laser
assemblies, wherein the plurality of lasing elements of at

least one of the three primary colors are selected such that
each lasing element emits a laser beam with a center
wavelength O i and a spectral bandwidth i , wherein the
center wavelength of at least one of the lasing elements is

wavelength-shifted with respect to the center wavelength of
at least one other lasing element, and wherein said laser
beams, when combined, have an ensemble spectrum with an

overlap parameter = i,bar/Si ,bar, with i,bar being a
mean spectral bandwidth of the lasing elements and Si, bar
being a mean wavelength shift between the center wavelengths
O i of the at least one and the at least one other lasing
elements, with i,bar and Si, bar selected such that >= 1 ;

- an array of light modulators arranged across the flat
panel display for modulating light emitted by the backlight,
- wherein the plurality of laser assemblies of the
backlight are configured to directly Illuminate the array of
light modulators from behind (i.e. the features of claims 1
and 15.
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3 . claims: 21-24

A flat panel display, comprising:
- a backlight including a plurality of lasing elements of
at least two primary colors arranged in an array of laser
assemblies;
- an array of light modulators directly illuminated from
behind by the plurality of laser assemblies;
- a plurality of optical elements for diffusing light from
the laser assemblies across corresponding regions of the
array of light modulators (i.e. the features of claim 21).
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